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SWIMSHORTS 
NAMED AFTER 

ISLANDS 

LOVE THE SUMMER, 
LOVE RAMATUELLE!

“Ramatuelle is luxury and 
extravagance, Ramatuelle is eye for 

detail, Ramatuelle is colour, Ramatuelle 
is beach, Ramatuelle is sunshine, 
Ramatuelle is the place to be.”

We at Ramatuelle are water lovers that is why we 
choose the names of islands as the names of our swim 
shorts. There are thousands of islands in the world. 
There isn’t really an exact number. New islands appear 
and others disappear. Besides, there are also disputes 
over what is an island and what is not. Take Indonesia 
as an example. The CIA says it has 17,508, the Indone-
sian space agency says it has 18,307 and the UN says 
16,056.  In any case, you can rest assure that there are 
enough islands to name our swimming trunks after for 
years to come!

Summers are getting longer and warmer and the Ramatuelle team is ready to provide you 
the best summer outfit ever!
We newly introduced a range of “Perfect Basics” to create a 1 stop shop: perfect comfort-
able shorts made of stretch cotton with a braided stretch belt and a matching range of T’s 
and polo’s. All inspired by the beautiful Cote d’Azur nature and the luxurious laid back 
Riviera lifestyle.
As designers we find inspiration in the things surrounding us. The sea, the waves, the 
sun, the sand, the fish, the nature and even the coastal villages inspire with their color 
combinations and their patterns.
Ramatuelle is distinguished by the use of special fabrics! Light weight jacquards, stretch 
fabrics and yarn dyed stripes that you will not find with other brands! On request we 
re-introduced our all-time favorite: “Baleine style” which is made of a seersucker fabric.
Ramatuelle is known for it’s eye for detail, it’s quality of fabrics, it’s colour palette. It’s the 
combination that makes the brand unique.
Ramatuelle is using SUSTAINABLE FABRICS since many years.
Because we care for the healthiness of our oceans we use recycled fabrics made from plastic 
bottles and fish nets to create our swim shorts. We invite you to join us with this journey and 
buy your Ramatuelle swim shorts this summer!

ENZYME WASHED: A treatment that makes the garment look used.

RECYCLED: The outer fabric of these shorts is made 100% from recycled bottles.

KID’S SIZES: We also have the sizes for the small ones of the family! *Sometimes 
in different colours.

LOTUS EFFECT: The fabric has gone under a treatment that makes it water repellent. 
Extra quick dry.

CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS: 

BRUSHED NYLON: Fabric treated with a brushing process to give a softer and warm-
er finish.

SEERSUCKER: Lightweight 3D fabric with a puckered appearance. It is held away 
from the skin facilitating heat dissipation and air circulation. 

FABRIC WITH SPANDEX OR ELASTANE: Fabric with elastic fibres to give the garment 
a comfortable stretch fit.

INNER BRIEF: Inner brief with soft elastic on the leg opening for extra comfort.

PEACH SKIN: The fabric has been treated for it to be smooth to the touch.

CHECK OUT 
OUR 
SOCIAL MEDIARECYCLING

WHAT IS NEW?

Through facebook, Instagram and Who knows 
what’s to come in future, we will keep informing 
you about our collection, our thoughts and our 
whereabouts. Do not hesitate to give us your 
feedback and share your thoughts and precious 
moments in your “Ramatuelle” with us! We love 
to hear from you!

At Ramatuelle we believe that every individual 
and company, no matter how big or small you 
are, can contribute to a sustainable future. This 
is why we developed a fashionable, new and 
colourful collection made with fabrics out of re-
cycled bottles. Recycling with PET bottles helps to 
slow global warming and reduce environmental 
pollution, cutting back on fossil fuel and energy 
consumption, and decreasing CO2 emissions.

Our resort wear collection is compleatly new: Basics that belong in every men’s summer wardrobe. Shorts made 
of a very soft fine cotton twill with elastan, with a belt in the waistband and details like you would expect from 
Ramatuelle! availeble in all 4 fantastic basic colors you need to give you that nonchalant yet elegant look: 
white, sand, stone, navy.  T-shirts with casual crew neck, T shirts with a placket and our classic pique polo. And 
it doesn’t end here! This 2021 we have various Italian yarn dyed fabrics: Bright stripes, stretch materials and 
light weight jacquard fabrics. You will aslo find a bigger range of short models, and we added few more prints 
to our tight collection.

“2021 is the year in which comfort is priority. 
It shows by the big number stretch fabrics we 

used.”
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The Ramatuelle swim boxers have tight, short legs and are made of comfortable 
4-way stretch fabric. The front panel of the swim box is covered with soft mesh fabric 
and all pants are fitted with Elastan . The material ensures that the swimming shorts 
fit perfectly on the legs. In short, a well-fitting short with the most comfortable fit
We have slips,  sports and boxers.

TIGHT
Solids

Geometrical

07 08



Dare to wear and tan your great legs! Corse has all Ramatuelle details 
such as contrast piping and fluor orange cord. This fitted four way stretch 
swim slip made of heavy quality 4-way stretch fabric, front panel lined for 
extra comfort. Elastic and drawcord in waistband.

78% nylon
22% spandex

CORSE BORNEO
Daniel Craig as 007 in the movie “Casino Royale” set this trend for the 
fitted swim shorts. First re-introduced by Grigio Perla, but soon followed 
by other fashion brands. This fitted four way stretch Swim Trunk is a must 
for every men’s suitcase. Manly and sturdy. Trendy fit with short legs. 
Heavy quality 4-way stretch fabric. Orange piping in side seam. Drawcord 
and elastic in waistband.

78% nylon
22% spandex

SABAH

78% nylon
22% spandex

Sabah was created based on the success of style Borneo. Tight fitted swim 
shorts with round curved leg opening, multi-colour panels, contrast pip-
ing and fluor orange inserts at the sideseam. The look is sporty, yet very 
fashionable. Manly and sturdy. Trendy fit with shorts legs.  

TIGA, BOA VISTA, MABUL
This swim short has the same cut and fabric as the Borneo, one of the fa-
vourites from the brand. However, we’ve added a bit of fun to the classic 
model making it in three different geometrical patterns. Good quality 
4-way stretch fabric. Navy piping on side seam. Navy drawcord and elas-
tic in waistband.

78% nylon
22% spandex

GAYA

Another tight print in the collection! A very special pattern we have made 
for you to rock in the summer of 2021. This swim short has the same cut 
and fabric as the Borneo. Good quality 4-way stretch fabric. Navy piping 
on side seam. Navy drawcord and elastic in waistband.

78% nylon
22% spandex

SUMBAWA

SUMBAWA…SHORT IS HOT! More men dare! So this year we added a few 
more tight swimshorts with prints to our range of tight shorts. Comfort-
able, Quick dry, and with nice prints. Frontpannel with lining. Drawcord 
in waistband.

78% nylon
22% spandex
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In addition to the extensive range of fitted, classic and 
tight swimwear Ramatuelle has a large collection of trendy 
swimming shorts . The Ramatuelle short is a short model , 
a so-called boxer style swimsuit. The swim short has a lower 
waist and short legs. This short is extremely suitable for the 
fashion-conscious man.
Characteristics: 4 cm inleg and elastic waistband.

SHORT
Solids

Geometrical

Stripes

Other patterns
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La Palma swim short: short style new fit with lower front and back-rise. 
Young and trendy. Fabric 85% polyester, 15% polyamide and 3% elas-
tane, comfortable short style, elastic waistband with drawcord. Jeans 
style round pockets, contrast stitching, back pocket with pocket flap and 
rubber brand label . Available in 4 colours.

82% polyester
15% polyamide
3% elastane

LA PALMA
The island lies 11 km off the northeastern coast of Venezuela and sits 
on the continental shelf of South America. It is often referred to as the 
southernmost island in the Caribbean. With an area of 4,768 km2, it is 
also the fifth largest in the West Indies.
Trinidad short style swim shorts in solid nylon taslan with lower front 
and back rise. Very trendy, comfortable, quick dry and an asset to your 
summer wardrobe. A must have in every man’s suitcase!

100% nylon taslan

TRINIDAD
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Phi Phi Lee Short style swim short with elastic waistband. Europeans like 
the short styles! Why not show those legs! Named after the second big-
gest island of the Phi Phi islands group. Light weight fabric, classic navy 
blue base with a sharp fluorescent stripe, high fashion “swimsuit” with 
a classic base. Details like printed inner waistband, Inner mesh briefs 
in black, elastic waistband with drawcord in the colour of the stripe and 
branded cord ends.

62% polyamide
38% polyester

PHI PHI LE

Koh Bida Nai offers memorable diving experiences. Huge slices of rock 
fallen from the cliff ages ago give divers thrilling swim-through opportuni-
ties, with good chances to spot nudibranchs crawling on the rocks. Unlike 
Bida Nok, Koh Bida Nai can also be visited by snorkelers as its eastern side 
is shallow enough to enjoy this activity.
Bida Nai is the short style swim short in this comfortable stretch fabric. 
Ideal for snorkelers, swimmers, strollers and beach lovers. Great hand-
feel, Quick dry!

82% polyester
15% polyamide
3% elastane

BIDA NAI
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Tílos is a small Greek island and municipality located in the Aegean Sea. 
It is part of the Dodecanese group of islands, and lies midway between 
Kos and Rhodes. It has a population of 780 inhabitants. Along with the 
uninhabited offshore islets of Antitilos and Gaidaros, it forms the Munic-
ipality of Tilos, which has a total land area of 64.525 square kilometres 
(24.913 sq mi). Tilos is part of the Rhodes regional unit.
Swim shorts Tilos Short fit is made of recycled fabric and has a print 
pattern inspired by the coastal villages. Soft handfeel. Tribute to nature.

100% polyester

TILOS

15 16

ILES
100% polyester

Short style swim shorts. This design also uses geometrical patterns to 
follow the last trend. Seams, cord  and embroidery in linen colour for 
a delicate contrast. It has pockets in the laterals, back and interior to 
maximise it’s usability. Help us save the planet and get your sustainable 
swim shorts from Ramatuelle, made of recycled bottles. 100% polyester 
microfibre peach finish.   

Whale pups were recently spotted frolicking in the sea north of Menorca 
by a team of scientists onboard the sail boat Irifi. The scientists were on 
an expedition to improve the information and knowledge of cetacean 
populations. This is why we developed our short style shorts with jacquard 
whale tail pattern on a light weight fabric and called it Menorca!
Swim short Menorca available in 2 colorways: sunset orange and the 
blues of the sea. The fabric is changeant which means it changes colour 
depending from which side you look at it.

66% polyamide
34% polyester

MENORCA



Are you looking for a trendy swimsuit for the beach or for the pool, then take a look 
at the wide range of classic men’s shorts from Ramatuelle. The men’s swimsuit has 
a wide fitting range. 
Characteristics: 8 cm inleg and elastic waistband.

CLASSIC
Solids

Checker

Other patterns

Stripes

Geometrical

Embroidered
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MAGIC PRINT

At first sight you would think it’s a basic solid colour swimsuit, but this 
changes the moment you go into the water. Immediately a tone on tone 
print appears, and then automatically disappears when dried. Two pock-
ets in the side seam, one in the interior, and another with Velcro closure 
in the back. Get ready for a magic summer! What are you waiting for?

100% polyester

TAHITI
Great Classic fit, basic swim shorts, with contrast colour edge on waist-
band. Nylon Taslan fabric with peach finish for a soft touch and a lotus 
effect treatment for a quick dry. Tahiti has both, elastic and draw cord in 
the waistband, which provides a good fitting. Available in many colors, 
great father and son match.

100% nylon taslan

FORMENTERA

This swim short fabric is made with 58% cotton, 47% nylon, and 3% elas-
tane which makes it a bit elastic and very comfortable. The waistband 
has both: elastic and drawcord. Two side pockets, a big back pocket with 
pocket flap and an inside coin pocket. Tone on tone stitches and subtle 
contrasts make these shorts look sturdy. Because this product is very spe-
cial we pack it in a paper gift box especially for you.

58% cotton
47% nylon
3% spandex

MALDIVES
Maldives is our new solid for 2020. In three classic colours with nylon Taslan 
fabric. We’ve taken care of all the details. With several pockets (interior and 
exterior), navy embroidery and elegant metal cord stoppers. It also has an 
inner mesh for comfortable fitting. This is a comfortable swim short which 
can be used easily as a resort wear too. The fabric is treated with lotus effect 
and it dries very quickly after getting wet.

100% nylon taslan

So
lid

100% polyester

SANTORINI

Beautiful classic style basic swimsuit with stitching tone on tone and 
contrast embroidery and cord in the waistband. A timeless item and an 
excellent companion through multiple holidays. The peach skin microfiber 
fabric feels soft and comfortable and dries quickly. A perfect basic with 
Ramatuelle details.
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100% polyester

CAICOS
Classic fit swim shorts. Stylish, comfortable, breathing and quick dry. The 
two tone pinstripe lightweight crispy fabric has undergone a special treat-
ment for a quick dry. This model has the well known Ramatuelle contrast 
details in fluor orange: piping in side seam and back, drawstring in the 
waistband and the logo embroidered. Classic yet fashionable! Surely a 
topper in the collection. 

21 22

BIDA NOK

Koh Bida Nok basic style swim shorts, great classic fit, comfortable Italian 
stretch fabric with large yarn dyed stripe. Fabric 85% polyester, 15% poly-
amide and 3% elastane. Paper touch, quick dry. Not only the great looks 
but thanks to the elastane also ideal for active beach life! Summer bright 
colours, great comfort! With the Bida series you are ready to explore the 
remote islands in style!

82% polyester
15% polyamide
3% elastane

CRAIG

Maluku is a province of Indonesia. It comprises the central and south-
ern regions of the Maluku Islands. The main city and capital of Maluku 
province is Ambon on the small Ambon Island. The land area is 62,946 
km2, and the total population of this province at the 2010 census results 
amounted to 1,533,506 people; the latest official estimate (as at mid 
2019) is 1,768,500. Maluku is located in Eastern Indonesia. It is directly 
adjacent to North Maluku and West Papua in the north, Central Sulawesi, 
and Southeast Sulawesi in the west, Banda Sea, East Timor and East Nusa 
Tenggara in the south and Arafura Sea and Papua in the east.
Swim shorts Maluku is a stripe pattern on a shiny fabric. It is the successor 
of Graig.
Basic style, back pocket with rubber brand label and pocket flap.

100% polyester

BALEINE

Ramatuelle Swim shorts Baleine. At first glance you would think it’s a 
basic boxer, stylish and chic with a tone on tone stripe effect created by the 
use of special treated yarns! The fabric used however is a so called “seer-
sucker”. This technical fabric has been developed especially for clothes 
worn in a tropical climate. This light weight fabric has the special feature 
that because of the 3 dimensional texture, it will “float” above your skin, 
leaving the fresh air circulate, so you will never feel sticky! Really fantas-
tic! Great comfort! Swim shorts for all ages! Always in style! Available in 
a bright royal blue, and a dark navy blue with flour orange drawcord in 
waistband. These shorts have two pockets at the side, a backpocket  and a 
small inner pocket to store your credit card or your room key. 

75% polyamide
25% polyester

PHI PHI DON

Phi Phi Don Long style basic fit swim shorts with elastic waistband.
Phi Phi Don is the biggest island of the group and we named our basic 
style striped shorts after this island. These shorts are made of a light-
weight Italian yarn-dyed fluorescent stripe fabric on a blue base, fluores-
cent cord in the waistband matching the stripe with branded cord-ends. 
Back Pocket with zip closure. This new upmarket collection has a tone on 
tone printed inner waistband, inner pocket and inner mesh briefs in black.

62% polyamide
38% polyester



ST VICENT
Same model as Saint Barth but with an embroidered pattern of small 
sharks swimming in different directions. The fabric is seersucker, which 
helps to dry faster, with air circulation, and also with the fabric not sticking 
to the skin. The shorts feel light, are stylish and very comfortable.

100% polyester

ANGUILLA

Classic fit swim shorts, printed with checker in bright colours and soft grey 
contrast. The fabric is soft and peachy and has a lotus finish to provide a 
quick dry effect that will give you the best comfort once you are out of 
water. It has two lateral pockets and one on the back with pocket flap. An-
guilla has a wide fitting range because of the elastic and drawcord inside 
the waistband. It comes with  metal cord-stoppers with the logo embossed. 

100% polyester

ANSE
Classic fit swim short. This beautiful garment is one of the gems of the 
collection. It is 100% sustainable peach skin polyester fabric made out of 
recycled bottles. Geometric patterns are a fashion icon in swimwear this 
season. With this modern rhomboid look you are going to look sharp on 
the beach. These swim shorts dry quickly and have a nice “peachy“ touch. 
It has four pockets. Two lateral, one on the back and another interior. It 
makes it a very convenient piece. Seam tone on tone for a discrete contrast. 
  

100% polyester

PIED DE POULE
Pied de poule, another classic brought to the present moment. We have 
made this model with stretching fabric in order to maximise comfort. Pip-
ing tone on tone, cord and embroidery in navy and metal branded cord 
stoppers. We’ve thought of every detail: 3 exterior pockets and one interior 
one, navy embroidery, metal cord stoppers, and 2 nice exterior labels on 
the back pocket. This swim short also has a smaller version for the kids 
of the family. We love to match father and son in order to make the best 
pictures while in holidays.

58% cotton
47% nylon
3% spandex

ZIG ZAG

This swim short ticks all the boxes. With a discreet zig-zag pattern, dark 
colour with navy sewings, embroidery and details. Although it is difficult 
to believe it is made with plastic bottles. 2020 is that summer when you 
can be stylish while making the world a cleaner place. This model also has 
been treated with lotus effect, which makes the fabric to dry very quickly 
after leaving the water. Also treated with a peach effect that makes the 
fabric silky and soft to touch. We have the same design for kids so that 
father and son can match on beach and boardwalk. 
  

100% polyester

CAPRI
The island of Capri is famous for a reason. All those celebrities on yachts 
anchored in the Marina Grande really do know something you don’t. Capri 
is an island that has it all; jaw-dropping natural beauty, a see and be seen 
scene, amazing cuisine, world-class shopping and water in colors you have 
to see to believe.
Capri basic style swim shorts with elastic waistband, shiny quick dry fabric 
available in 2 colours: smoked pearl and navy. Little rhomboids symbol-
izing the brilliance of the sun reflecting in the sea. Available in smoked 
pearl and navy.

100% polyester
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MONKEY
The Monkey swim short is inspired in the Monkey Island. With a fun mon-
key pattern, we have it for adults and for kids. It is made with recycled 
fabric and treated with lotus effect for a quick-dry and with peach skin for 
a silky touch. It has two lateral pockets, one on the back with a flap and 
one in the interior. The cord and the logo from the brand are embroidered 
in fluor orange and the stitching is tone on tone. With a classic fit and 
elastic on the waist, the fit is very comfortable.

100% polyester

COCONUT
Bounty has a fun pattern that combines coconuts and palm leaves on stripe 
background. Available in three classic colours: celeste, navy and khaki. This 
swim short is ecofriendly, made with plastic bottles. Embroidery, stitching 
and waist cord are navy. It has metal cord stoppers, three exterior pockets 
and one interior. Because we know kids will love this model we have also 
made it in smaller sizes! This summer dad and son will match perfectly on 
the beach and boardwalk.

100% polyester

NORTH SEA

Classic fit swim shorts. This design has a camouflage pattern combined with 
the Ramatuelle turtle. Available in a mix of blue and a mix of khaki tones 
with fluor orange contrasts, to give it the Ramatuelle look! Sustainable 
peach skin fabrics have been used, we care about the environment! It has 
back, lateral and inner pockets. Father son sizes available.

100% polyester

PALM BEACH

Trendy swim shorts in a palm-printed peach skin twill fabric. The tone on 
tone printed shades give these shorts a used look. An item with a low 
waistband, elastic and a drawstring with branded cord ends. Both, logo em-
broidery and stitching, are made in linen colour. These swim shorts have 
two lateral pockets and one on the inside of the waistband. Palm Beach is 
available in khaki and in a variety of bright colours: yellow, blue and red.   

100% polyester
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100% polyester

BELIZE
With a classic fit, made with nylon Taslan, and with an all-over pattern 
of carps swimming. We have this model in 5 colours: cornflower, fegato, 
navy, red and khaki. The elastic waistband, the drawcord, and the seam 
are fluor orange and provide a perfect fitting. The fabric has been treated 
with peach effect, which makes it softer, and with lotus effect, which makes 
it water repellent. for it to be smooth and water repellent. It has two lateral 
pockets and one interior one. We also have sizes for kids.
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The print is inspired by vintage postcards and Miami Beach. These classic 
style shorts have a waistband with a navy edge and both elastic and draw 
cord inside waistband for comfort. These shorts are made of a recycled 
microfibre fabric with a peach skin finish, for the soft touch. It has two 
convenient pockets at the side seam, and an interior one.  

100% polyester

MIAMI
The print takes different elements related to Côte d’Azur, South of France, 
to make a pattern. These classic style shorts have a waistband with a navy 
edge and with both elastic and draw cord inside waistband for comfort. 
These shorts are made of 100% recycled microfibre fabric with a peach skin 
finish, for the soft touch. It has two pockets at the side seam, and a ticket 
pocket inside.  

100% polyester

COTE D’AZUR

PORTO

These shorts have each a print of a “hotspot” at the Mediterranean sea. The 
khaki print shows Saint Tropez at the “Côte d’Azur”, France, and the coral 
red is, Porto Fino, in Italy. These classic style shorts have a waistband with 
both elastic and drawcord for comfort. They are made of 100%  recycled mi-
crofibre fabric with a peach skin finish, for the soft touch. They have two con-
venient pockets at the side seam and an interior one. Classic yet different.
 

100% polyester

COMOREN
Classic fit swim shorts with a subtle elephant print. Made of a very soft 100% 
recycled microfibre fabric. A Savannaish print in beautiful pastel tones or 
dark colours. It also has two pockets on the laterals, one on the back and 
a ticket pocket which you can use to store your credit card, coins or the key 
of your hotel room. Help us save the planet in your new Ramatuelle swim 
shorts!

100% polyester

TORTOLA

Classic style swim shorts with a print inspired by tropical elements, pineap-
ples and the iconic Ramatuelle turtle. With elastic and draw cord in waist-
band. In khaki and 3 beautiful  pastels. Made of a very soft sustainable 
recycled microfibre fabric with peach skin finish. It has an inner pocket and 
two lateral ones. The Tortola is also available for boys. 

100% polyester
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LOMBOK

Lombok is an Indonesian island east of Bali and west of Sumbawa, part of 
the Lesser Sunda Island chain. It’s known for beaches and surfing spots, 
particularly at Kuta and Banko Banko (in south Lombok). The motor-vehi-
cle-free Gili Islands (Gili Trawangan, Gili Air and Gili Meno), off Lombok’s 
west coast, offer more beaches, reefs for diving and snorkeling, and a sea 
turtle hatchery.
Basic style swim shorts Lombok great for surfing! It is available in 2 colour 
combinations: warm Navy-Peach and a very fresh Navy Azur.

100% polyester



Animal patterns are the trend this season. We created a nice “wild Life”  
selection for you to choose from! Black and white Zebra’s on a background 
with tone on tone Turtles. Zebra’s in different positions go wild on beach and 
boardwalk. Classic fit. Tone on tone stitching, navy drawcords and elastic 
in waistband for an extra comfy fit. This swim short has been made with 
recycled fabric using plastic bottles. Save the planet in style! 

100% polyester

ZEBRAMALLORCA
Whale pups were recently spotted frolicking in the sea north of Menorca by a 
team of scientists onboard the sail boat Irifi. The scientists were on an expedi-
tion to improve the information and knowledge of cetacean populations. This 
is why we developed our classic style shorts with jacquard whale tail pattern 
on a light weight fabric and called it Mallorca!
The swim short Mallorca is available color blue. The fabric is changeant which 
means it changes colour depending from which side you look at it.

66% polyamide
34% polyester

EXUMA

Short style swim shorts. These exclusive shorts have an all-over fish pattern 
embroidery in linen colour. The stitching and cord are also linen colour, 
which make these shorts look sturdy, but classic at the same time. With 
peach finish for a smooth touch and lotus effect for a quick dry, these swim 
shorts have all the ingredients to make you shine this summer. Exuma is a 
real Gem! Therefore we carefully packed it for you in a great giftbox!  

100% polyesterter

GALAPAGOS

The Galápagos Islands, part of the Republic of Ecuador, are an archipelago 
of volcanic islands distributed on either side of the equator in the Pacific 
Ocean surrounding the centre of the Western Hemisphere. Located 906 km 
west of continental Ecuador, the islands are known for their large number 
of endemic species that were studied by Charles Darwin during the second 
voyage of HMS Beagle. His observations and collections contributed to the 
inception of Darwin’s theory of evolution by means of natural selection. 
Galapagos basic style swim shorts with seagull print. Navy base. Drawcord 
in waistband in the colour of the seagull. 

100% polyester
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Tha Half waisted shorts are a mixture between the 
classic ones, which have a comfortable elastic band 
in the waist, and the fitted ones which are more 
elegant and resorty. With this model, you get the 
best of both. Comfiness because of the elastic on 
the side, and a well put together look because of 
the button on the front. Be ready to rock them this 
summer!
 

HALF-WAISTED
Geometrical

Perfect summer feeling! Wave pattern, lightweight sustainable fabric. Waist-
band is flat in front and back and has elastic on the sides, for a smarter 
look combined with a comfortable fit. These shorts have a zip fly and button 
closure. Seams tone on tone and a navy colour cord and embroidery. The 
recycled fabric has undergone a peach treatment to give it a very soft touch. 
The lateral pocket has an extra inner pocket with zip.     

100% polyester

MAUI

Swim shorts with a discrete geometrical circle pattern. Waistband is flat in 
front and back and has elastic on the sides, smart look and great fit. These 
shorts have a zip fly and button closure. Seams tone on tone and navy colour 
drawcord and embroidery. It is made with 100% recycled outer fabric and has 
undergone a peach treatment to give it a very soft touch. The lateral pocket 
has an extra inner pocket with zip.

100% polyester

CABO
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Ramatuelle FITTED swim trunks. Fitted Short with adjustable buckles at the waist-
band! Another must have for beach and boardwalk! Combine it with a South Beach 
Polo! A full fashion swim trunks for terrace, pool and beach party. Available in 
a wide range of solids, and a colourful palette of fashion prints! Beach proof by 
Ramatuelle!

FITTED
Solids
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TENERIFE
Right from east Africa, from the great Canari Islands. The Tenerife swim 
shorts are a tailored fit with straps at side seam to adjust the waist. Large 
pockets in the side seam. Back Pocket with zip fly,  Button on waistband, zip-
fly with 2 needle stitching and bartags.

82% polyester
15% polyamide
3% elastan



In 2021 we have decided to finally introduce full 
resort outfits! From now on you can enjoy our 
elegant and summery collection compound of 
shorts with belt, pique polos, t-shirts with casual 
crew neck and t-shirts with a placket. We know you 
can’t wait to try these! Go for it!

RESORT
Polo

Shirts

Resort shorts
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SOUTH BEACH

South Beach Polos are comfortable to wear and fit perfectly because of the 
cotton elastane fabric composition. They have been garment dyed and en-
zyme washed to provide the “used” look. Subtle details which characterise 
this item are: The layered buttons have the colours of the French flag, and the 
logo engraved. The center button is attached with Fluor orange yarn. The col-
lar has a stand with twill fabric on inside, finished with a herringbone tape.
Collar and sleeve opening finished with rib with 2 thickened edges. On the 
chest, tone on tone logo embroidery. All seams are stitched with a lock-stitch, 
and inside, the splits are finished with herringbone tape. Available in a rain-
bow of colours.

96% combed cotton
4% elastan
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ISLA MORADA

New in our collection is T-shirt with roll neck. Single jersey, 97% cotton, 3% 
elastan. Fitted style. Available in basic colours that perfectly match Sey-
chelles shorts.

100% cotton

KEY LARGO

Wear it with our Seychelles shorts for the ultimate tranquil island lifestyle. 
T-shirt with placket in single jersey, 97% cotton, 3% elastan. Center button 
attached with orange yarn alike the polo.

100% cotton

SEYCHELLES

Casual elegance. Highly detailed Ramatuelle shorts.
Seychelles shorts are available in 4 basic colors: white, sand, concrete and 
navy. They are made of 97% cotton and 3% elastan twill fabric, wear very 
comfy. They come with a braided belt and side-pocket with zipper to put your 
valuables.

97% cotton
3% spandex
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H E A D Q U A R T E R S :
PACIFIC TRADING AND CREATIONS | Professor Lorentzweg 18 | 5144 NP Waalwijk | The Nether-
lands | email: sales@ramatuelle.eu

RAMATUELLE NETHERLANDS
HANK SNEL | Lisserdijk 48 | 2158 LV Buitenkaag |telephone: +31 252 545057 | 
email: hank@ramatuelle.eu

RAMATUELLE BELGIUM
4-YOU FASHION BVBA | Marie-Anne Rommel | Fashion Gardens - Firenze 115 | 
Atomiumlaan, PB92 | 1020 Brussel | Belgium | telephone: +32 473984981 |
email: foryoufashion04@hotmail.com

RAMATUELLE GERMANY
PACIFIC FASHION CREW | Birgit Stötzner | Degerfeldstrasse 48 | DE-72461 Albstadt
Germany | telephone: +49 17642608823 | email: bs.tpfc@gmx.eu

RAMATUELLE FRANCE
ADR DISTRIBUTION | Denis Robert | Esc du Berouard 8 | FR-06130 Grasse | France
telephone: +33 612917737 | email: deniswilliamrobert@gmail.com

RAMATUELLE POLAND
Grzegorz Zalewski, Klodzka 9/7 | 57 - 200 Zabkowice | Slaski | Polska | telephone:
+48 717156172 | mobile phone: +31 621257560 | email: Grzegorz@ramatuelle.eu

RAMATUELLE AUSTRALIA & NEW ZELAND
THE SHADED PALM Pty | Andy Cameron | William Street 33 | 2021 Paddington NSW | Australia 
| telephone +61 404557510 | theshadedpalm@gmail.com

RAMATUELLE UNITED EMIRATES 
MXSPORT TRADING LLC | Wajdi Abdul Hadi | Office 515, Churchill Executive. Tower, Business Bay, 
POB 73083 |  United Arab Emirates | telephone +97 144473618 | 
contact@mxsport.ae

PHOTOGRAPHER: LODE GREVEN | SUNGLASSES: TAVAT EYEWEAR


